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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Focus: heritage institutions collecting or documenting physical or visual objects��(museums, preservation of monuments authorities, photo archives and image collections, research institutes)



An example from the Getty Museum

http://www.getty.edu/art/gettyguide/artObjectDetails?artobj=1262
http://cco.vrafoundation.org/index.php/toolkit/index_of_examples/category_examples_8_sculpture/example_74_baroque_bust

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
First of all: close look into a record  (from CCO)Typical, rather extensive description of a work of art in museumA lot of information about creation, classification, history, context and individual features of the work   conventional view: description of a unique item  This is a document about a unique item.  



Who

Event

What

When Where

Conceptual Reference Model (CRM)
ISO standard for data modelling in the heritage sector (ISO 21127:2006)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
But the CRM taught us to see information components in a different light:�The class-property model identifies five basic entities: space (where), time (when), participants (who), material and immaterial things/concepts (what), eventsProperties define relationships between entities – they add semantic specifityThe record is in fact a micro–cluster of information about these entities and their relations. 



An example from the Getty Museum - participants

What?

Where?

When?

Event

Who?

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Most of the CRM instances are present in the Getty‘s description�Participants:The creator of the workDepicted personCorporate body which holds the work



An example from the Getty Museum – things/materials

What?

Where?

When?

Event

Who?

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Things and materials/conceptsWhat the work isFirst of all, the bust itself: described by ist title, work type and iventory numberTerms of classification  (sculpture, portrait) assign the work to more general groups of works of artThe material used in production�What the work is aboutThe subject or theme, here the depicted person



An example from the Getty Museum - place

What?

Where?

When?

Event

Who?

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Place:Current location Los AngelesMore place names, if provenance was recorded.„Dutch“: geographic region and cultural context in which the work was produced



An example from the Getty Museum - time

What?

Where?

When?

Event

Who?

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Time:Production dateMore indirectly: depiction of a person from a certain periodTime + place: work and information connected with it may be used as a historic source of a region at a specific time.



An example from the Getty Museum - events

What?

Where?

When?

Event

Who?

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Events:Focus in art historical documentation usually is on the creation event (participant in his role as a sculptor, date, materials and techniques used).Another „hidden“ event (or process): the ongoing custody the Getty museum has of this work. 



Finding in diversified search contexts
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
On the web, this record could be a valuable find to various rather broad search contexts.Some of which are not primarily art-historical, but belong into other fields of interest. Some are perhaps not the focus of your own documentation, but can be accounted for anyway.Potentially, there is a much wider audience for your collection on the web, but it‘s difficult to get into their focus.They will not know your museum.They will not know what your collection holds, or will not expect to find a valuable hit in a museum collection.They will not know that you have your database online.Web user‘s interests are difficult to predict: With web analysis tools, the real amount and potential of successfully completed searches (with useful hits) can hardly be estimated, as these tools mirror the status quo. No statement on the users who didn‘t reach your website, who didn‘t find what they were looking for.The slide shows some search fields where this record would be a welcome hit.All of them build on the core information just focussed. More vital to improve discoverability of records. �Let users not search but find your stocks! �Or let your stocks find their users!   In Linked Data applications, each entity mentionend in a record can be a qualified pivot for a relevant hit list to complex searches.The user will not have to be a specialist in the first place, knowing in which collection to find rewarding items or information.Major contribution to democratising your collection (as the Rijksmuseum puts it), use unlimited space on the web to present what you haveopen up to broad range of interest as much as possible   



Brücken zu RDA: Normdaten-URIs

Authorities as database backbone

• Identification of the entity
• Deambiguation, qualification, contextualization
• relating name variants, + identifiying attributes to one entity

• Controlled access points to information about the resource (URIs for
computerized access) 

Aim: precise documentation of the object
Maintain specific semantic quality by using controlled vocabularies for
attributes, roles and relations

Aim: identification of the item the record is about (work of art, 
building, manuscript etc.)
By creating/using authority URI references for works of art and artifacts

Role of authority URIs (Uniform Resource Identifier) 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Free-text search on the web frequently gives unsatisfactory results, based on undesired contexts or faulty identificationAuthorities support the precision and recall of retrieval results. Precision refers to the fraction of retrieved instances that are relevant to your search,Recall rate refers to the fraction of the documents relevant to the query and that are successfully retrieved.Today, the Web delivers huge amounts of results on any search question, so these two classic values are more important than ever.      Here, authorities serve as database backbone:They identify the instance by relating preferred label and name variants, + identifiying attributesThey de-ambiguize, qualify and contextualize. (bust – sculptoral portrayal of head and shoulders / body part of women; to break something; to catch sb. doing something wrong)They provide controlled access points to information about the resource (unique and persistent Uniform Resource Identifiers – URIs - for computerized access) You also should maintain the specific semantic quality by using controlled vocabularies for attributes, roles and relations  �And: Authorities should support identification of the item the record is about (work of art, building, manuscript etc.)	Use authority URI references for works and artefacts themselves, not only for the instances related to the item.��



Brücken zu RDA: Normdaten-URIs

Criteria

•Coverage of entities needed in your documentation
•Published on the web
•Adressable by URIs
•Open license: Re-use and inclusion in own data
•Native language + Multilinguality
•Maintenance of the authority
•Widespread use

Which authorities to use? 

Publish high-quality data, fit for semantic web applications

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Criteria for future viability of selected authorities �Coverage of entities needed in your documentationPublished on the WebAdressable by URIsOpen license: Re-use and inclusion in own data possible, and re-use of data thus enrichedAvailable in your native language – enables the most specific selection of the scientific term needed in your specific context.� + Multilinguality, to access the record in other languages. Maintenance of authority (as to contents, technical re-use) by a reliable institution Widespread useThe stronger an authority is on these criteria, the more it will support you to publish quality data on the web, which are appropriate for semantic web applicationsRecommended: parallel application of authority systems (if you can afford it) 



Collection
documentation

Brücken zu RDA: Normdaten-URIsAuthorities in collection documentation in Germany…

Who?

creator (artist)
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Depicted person
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Place of origin

Site of discovery

Depicted place

What?

Object type 
(classification)

Material

Technique

Depicted object
/ subject
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Date of
production

Date of find

Date of
modification

Change of owner

authorities / 
vocabularies

AKL  / 
Thieme-Becker

Self-prepared
materials
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names

Official gazetteers

Self-prepared
materials

Getty TGN

GeoNames

various publ. 
classifications

Self-prepared
materials

Getty-AAT

GND subject headings

Iconclass

Self-prepared
materials

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Which authorities do German museums use?Still predominant: self-prepared in-house materials or reference works published in print or converted to text files.Entity is commonly referenced by preferred term (no URIs)Even where a digital publication exists, the impact of URI-referencing can be limited: AKL online, the world‘s largest artist database, is a commercial product at high subscription costs, which will, due to legal restrictions, likely not play a part in LOD scenarios.GND (Integrated Authority File) managed by the German National Library in co-operation with library networks in German-speaking Europe.  For terminology on classification, object types, materials and techniques, the variety of authorities used is exceptionally broad.Getty vocabularies: still language barrier for German users. So the German AAT is expected urgently and will soon be established as a major reference system (to be launched October 2014). 



Collection
documentation

Brücken zu RDA: Normdaten-URIsRecommended authorities

Who?

creator (artist)

collector / 
collection

patron

Depicted person

Where?

location

Place of origin

Site of discovery

Depicted place

What?

Object type 
(classification)

Material

Technique

Depicted object
/ subject

When?

Date of
production

Date of find

Date of
modification

Change of owner

authorities / 
vocabularies fit
for LOD

GND  persons

GND Corporate 
bodies

Getty ULAN

VIAF persons

GND geogr. 
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Getty TGN

GeoNames

VIAF geogr. 
names

GND subject headings

Getty AAT

Iconclass

GND works / buildings

VIAF works

ISO 8106

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
These authorities meet the criteria of future viability. They are comprehensive Open license LOD-qualified authorities, published on the web and providing URIs for their instances. All are well maintained and constantly developed.  



Brücken zu RDA: Normdaten-URIs

• GND provides authority data for most entities relevant in museum
documentation

• German language

• GND ready to receive additional data for non-library institutions
• Linked Open Data: unrestricted availability and re-use of data, key role in 

semantic web applications

• Use services provided: Data available via OAI- und SRU-interfaces, 
download, web search

Advantages of GND use for museums

• Strategy for museums: enhancement of local data by existing, sharable
resources

• Benefit from authority data maintenance and expansion by third party

• Libraries are globally leading in building interlinked information structures
for the heritage sector

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Major Plus:  it is in German. Substantial for use in cataloguing, to identify the correct concept needed.�Contents? The GND is covering many entities important in museum documentation.Persons - 3 Million records. Artists: Since 2009 increase from 10% to more than 30%. Other historical persons (Europe): experienced 90% coverage in  portrait projectCorporate bodies: 1,1 Million. Geography: 300.000, focus on German-speaking countries, small settlements may still be missing. Recently these files have been matched to GeoNames, to provide geographic coordinates Subject headings (work type, classification, style, materials, technique) remains to be improved – coverage on museum terms patchy, generic terms missing or frequently from unintended contexts (mining and mineralogy for marble)�German AAT maps to GND wherever possible.GND experiences a dynamic expansion by the library sector. Also increasingly by others, as the DNB encourages  institutions like museums and archives contribute data they miss. Under CCO licence (public domain),  since 2013, data can be obtained or used without legal restrictions General strategy for museums: Enhance your local data by using existing, sharable resourcesBenefit from authority data maintenance and expansion by third partyUse developments of the library sector, which is globally leading in building interlinked information structures for heritage institutions



Brücken zu RDA: Normdaten-URIs

•

International data hub: VIAF

http://viaf.org/

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
GND has a strong position as a key hub for semantic web applications: part of some projects to utilise library authority files in international contexts Virtual International Authority File: matches and combines authority files of more than 30 major libraries and other institutions, among them Getty – ULAN). Published by OCLC as Linked Data.Contains records on persons, corporate bodies, geography, works  Provides URIs to records containing matching clusters. By using one of the name variants or identifiers, all other variants and their attached content can be retrieved.   Screen shows results show a cluster of authority records for different entities connected with the name Karl Friedrich Schinkel.Subject headings in project CrissCross: �Mapping of GND, Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) and the French RAMEAU (Répertoire d'autorité-matière encyclopédique et alphabétique unifié) results in multilingual file of subject headings.  Published as Linked Data by DNB.Future: integration of more major authorities into VIAF is intended (TGN, AAT …)  



Brücken zu RDA: Normdaten-URIs

•

International data hubs: Wikipedia and DBpedia

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
GND and other authority IDs are also part of many Wikipedia articles.DBpedia makes available wikipedia content for Linked Data usage under a CC 3.0-license (Creative Commons Attribution ShareAlike). It is the most important Linked data hub.July2013, it describes 4 million entitiesout of which 3.22 million are classified in a consistent ontology, 832,000 people,639,000 places,209,000 organizations,labels and abstracts for these entities in up to 119 different languagesEach DBpedia record is a cluster of links to related web ressources, which can be adressed by an application:24.6 million links to images27.6 million links to external web pages45 million external links into other Wikipedia RDF datasets      



Brücken zu RDA: Normdaten-URIs

Enhance existing local data
• Matching of local authorities, thesauri and vocabularies against reference

authority. Reference IDs connected/imported by use of local term
MuSIS Objektbezeichnungsthesaurus, DigiCULT, PartagePlus (Europeana)

• Direct post-enhancement by automated and/or manual matching processes
Historic-Biographical Information System  (Bayer. Akademie), Digital Portrait Index, Wikimedia image donations

Integrating authorities: what should collections do?

Essentials 
Cataloguing: identification of instances against the authority
integration of authority IDs (!)  into local data

Contribute to reference authorities
• Add records for instances not yet covered
• Correct and extend existing records

IN2N – Cross-institutional integration of authority data (DNB/Dt. Filminstitut)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
What should collections do? Essential in cataloguing: identification of instances (persons, places, classification, subject terms) against the authority. Must be done during cataloguing to ensure best accuracy of selected terms.integration of IDs into local data. Not preferred name only! To guarantee uniqueness of selected instance. Enhancement of existing data can be done in the following ways, preferably by the museum networks. Matching of local authorities, thesauri and vocabularies against reference authority. Reference IDs are connected by use of local term.  MusIS-Museumsverbund Baden-Württemberg (BSZ, Objektbezeichnungsthes. http://swop.bsz-bw.de/volltexte/2003/32/), DigiCULT (http://www.thueringen.de/imperia/md/content/museen/museumsverband/vortrag_22.10.12_erfurt.pdf)Europeana project Partage-Plus – terminology and artists on art nouveau (http://www.partage-plus.eu/en/contents/12,Deliverables+and+documents)Post-enhancement of existing data by automated and/or manual matching processesWikimedia image donations (Bundesarchiv, SLUB Dresden) were matched to GND by using the tagging tool Apper  (http://www.apper.de/), which can be applied to other projects. Project Historisch-Biographisches Informationssystem (Bayer. Akademie, Dt. Biografie)Project Digitaler Portraitindex  (Foto Marburg + 9 museums and libraries)  Contribute to reference authorities instead of making and improving your own Add records for instances not yet coveredCorrect and supplement existing recordsDNB and Getty welcome contributions! DNB develops (web) interfaces for co-operative authority maintenance and automated matching processes. Project In2N – Cross-institutional integration of authority data (Dt. Filminstitut, DNB)Develops transferable methods of co-operaative authority maintenance from distributed data sources.Automated matching processes, editorial system through a technical interface



What should collections do?

Establish URIs as
identifiers for
museum objects

objects become
referenceable on the
web

http://network.icom.museum/fileadmin/user_upload/
minisites/cidoc/PDF/StatementOnLinkedDataIdentifie
rsForMuseumObjects.pdf

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
What should collections do?Establish URIs as identifiers for museum objects, to make the real-world object referencable on the web. In its 2012 Statement on Linked Data identifiers for museum objects CIDOC urged museums  to establish Uniform Resource Identifiers for museum objects, to make them referenceable on the web.This is the first step to provide a general authority file of works of art and architecture.Target: Integration of museum object records into the GND works sections, to make them referenceable at the central data hubs        

http://network.icom.museum/fileadmin/user_upload/minisites/cidoc/PDF/StatementOnLinkedDataIdentifiersForMuseumObjects.pdf
http://network.icom.museum/fileadmin/user_upload/minisites/cidoc/PDF/StatementOnLinkedDataIdentifiersForMuseumObjects.pdf
http://network.icom.museum/fileadmin/user_upload/minisites/cidoc/PDF/StatementOnLinkedDataIdentifiersForMuseumObjects.pdf


Brücken zu RDA: Normdaten-URIsData enhancement in web portals

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Implementation of Linked Data applications in a single museum‘s web database sounds too ambitious? Deliver authority IDs and let the portals do it for you!Use the portal‘s enhanced search facilities to expose your museum items, the backlink refers to the local web publication.     Slide: Example from a recent data delivery in project Europeana Inside, from Ethnological Museum Berlin.Konrad Theodor Preuss, the ethnologist who collected the item in Columbia. GND ID attached. From this record, only the death date is displayed.�(http://www.europeana.eu/portal/record/2032013/Ethnologisches_Museum__Staatliche_Museen_zu_Berlin_DE_MUS_019118_57901.html)



Brücken zu RDA: Normdaten-URIsData enhancement in web portals

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Slide: RDF schema display of the same record(http://www.europeana.eu/portal/record/2032013/Ethnologisches_Museum__Staatliche_Museen_zu_Berlin_DE_MUS_019118_57901.html?format=labels)�Shows the enhancements Europeana provides by adding content from the GND (Name variants, Gender, DBpedia and VIAF links)which means other Linked Data applications using Dbpedia and VIAF can find and adress this record, probably linking and enhancing it with more content or links from these sources. Or Europeana could use these DBpedia and VIAF links to link up to more web resources which are similarily equipped. 



Brücken zu RDA: Normdaten-URIsData enhancement in web portals

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Slide: Page down, record contains GeoNames reference on the land of origin, Columbia .Allows enhancement by more than hundred language variants of the geographical name, including language flags



„LOD Cloud Diagram as of September 2011“ von Anja Jentzsch - Eigenes Werk. Lizenziert unter CC 3.0 über Wikimedia Commons - http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:LOD_Cloud_Diagram_as_of_September_2011.png#mediaviewer/Datei:LOD_Cloud_Diagram_as_of_September_2011.png

The record as information hub

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
With authority URIs included, instances in the record serve as independent access points of differing smartness and connectivity. Data record becomes a small hub of information , which can be accessed automatically in a wide range of contexts without loosing its specifity.Insignificant whether the information  is made available by a museum, library, or archive, or into which sectional documentation practice the record is embedded.The document becomes data.
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
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